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“Happiness from the Beatitudes: Blessed are the Meek” 
 

We are now moving on from last week’s beatitude when we talked about the mourning Christ refers to in the beatitudes 
as being primarily a call to avoid the addiction to pleasure.  This week, we now turn to what it means to say, “Blessed 
are the meek for they shall inherit the earth.” Keeping on with our assessment of the beatitudes as a way to avoid 
inordinate addictions to things that are not of the Spirit, this beatitude deals with our disordered addictions to power. 
The word “meek” takes on an array of meanings across different languages, but generally, it is understood as gentle, 
sweet, or even weak. Some people avoid the word weak as a synonym when discussing the beatitudes because the person 
who embodies the beatitudes to perfection is Jesus Christ himself. But no one would consider Christ as someone who 
was weak! I propose, however, that we can certainly use this term in order to have a better understanding of the point 
behind this beatitude. After all, the two previous beatitudes do not call for us to be completely poor or to be entirely 
devoid of pleasure. Likewise, this does not mean that we should strive to be weak people, but rather, that we should 
avoid being attached to power in such a way that it undermines the will of God. Of course, in this sense, Christ 
“weakened” himself by allowing his persecutors to have enough power over him to carry on with his crucifixion, but 
he did this so that God’s will be done (e.g. the redemption of man). So too, must we weaken ourselves in surrender to 
the will of God.  
 

But how does this not translate into a message saying that we should be weak in general? Well, it is because when it 
comes to doing the will of God, we must stand firm and be strong. The weakness that we speak of here is not 
synonymous with being a wimp, it only pertains to our wisdom to know that all true power comes from God. It really 
comes back down to a real understanding of humility and obedience. We have to remember who the source of true 
power is. Just as anything good we do is a participation in God’s goodness, likewise, anything powerful that we do is a 
participation in his divine power. In other words, we only do good and we only have real power by and through God’s 
grace. Anything that we perceive as powerful, but is objectively contrary to God’s nature, must necessarily be false 
power. This false power is what only brings destruction to both the individual and the whole of society.  
 

With regard to the part about inheriting the earth, the meaning of this is a debated topic. But it seems to me to suggest 
that by “the earth” Christ means to say that we will win the hearts of men. In other words, by humbling ourselves and 
carrying within us a certain gentleness, we will be able to be effective fishers of men inasmuch as we will be allowing 
the power of God to flow through us by grace. St. Thomas Aquinas once had an encounter with God by which he was 
asked, “You have written well of me, what shall you have in return?” St. Thomas replied, “Non nisi te Domine” – “nothing 
but you, Lord.” This, I think, is at the heart of what the character of being meek truly looks like. That is, we are asked 
by Christ to live with full knowledge that all that we have comes from God, and as long as we always remember that 
true power comes from God alone, we will be at peace within our very souls, and have happiness by resting in God’s 
grace.  
  

Have any questions or comments on this week’s Theology Corner? Join in on the conversation in the Theology 
Corner discussion group on the MyParish app! 
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